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(3) GPU Nuclear Corporation, pursuant to the Act and 10 CFR Parts
30, 40 and 70 to receive, possess and use in amounts as
required any byproduct, source or special nuclear material
without restriction to chemical or physical form, for sample
analysis, testing, instrument calibration, or associated with
radioactive apparatus or components;

(4) GPU Nuclear Corporation, pursuant to the Act and 10 CFR Parts
,

30 and 70, to possess, but not separate, such byproduct and-

special nuclear materials as may be produced by the operation
of the facility.

c. This license shall be deemed to contain and is subject to the
conditions specified in the following Commission regulations 10 CFR
Chapter I: Part 20, Section 30.34 of Part 30, Section 40.41 of Part
40, Section 50.54 and 50.59 of Part 50, and Section 70.32 of Part 70;
is subject to all applicable provisions ~of the Act and to the rules,
regulations, and orders of the Commission now or hereafter in effect;
and is subject to the additional conditions specified or incorporatett

,

below:

|(1) Maximum Power Level

GPU Nuclear Corporation is authorized to operate the facility at |steady state reactgr core power levels not in excess of 2568
|

'

megawatts thermal.4

(2) Technical Specifications

The Technical Specifications contained in Appendix A, as revised
through Amendant No, are hereby incorporated in the license,

,

The GPU Nuclear Corporation shall operate the facility in accordance I

with the Technical Specifications.
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1. DEFINITIONS '

The following terms are defined for uniform interpretation of these ,

specifications.
;

1.1 RATED POWER +

Rated power is a steady state reactor core output of 2568 MWt.
i

1.2 REACTOR OPERATING CONDITIONS

1.2.1 COLD SHUTDOWN
,,

The reactor is in the cold shutdown condition when it is'suberitical
by at least one percent Ak/k and Tavg is no more than 200*F.
Pressure is defined by Specification 3.1.2,

1.2.2 HOT SHUTDOWN

The reactor is in the hot shutdown condition when it is subcritical
hy at least one per:ent Ak/k a,ed Tavg is at or greater than 525'F.

1.2.3 REACTOR CRITICAL

The reactor is critical when the neutron chain reaction is
self-sustaining and Keff = 1.0.

1.2.4 HOT STANDBY

The reactor is in the hot standby condition when all of the
following conditions exist:

a. Tavg is greater than 525'F -

b. The reactor is critical '

i

c. Indicated neutron power on the power range channels is
1

1 less than two percent of rated power I
i

1.2.5 POWER OPERATION

The reactor is in a power operating condition when the indicated j
'

neutron power is above two percent of rated power as indicated on
| the power range channels,

d 1.2.6 REFUELING SHUTDOWN
i

' The reactor is in the refueling shutdown condition when, even with
all rods removed, the reactor would be subcritical hy at least one

{

'

parcent Ak/k and the coolant temperature at the decay heat removal '

) pump suction is no more than

i
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